and Pythagoras. In that venerable city they first taught their profession, and in those same temples they worshipped their gods and prayed for healing at their hands. " In summer time the sea breeze fills With its coolness, cloister and court and square.
Then at every season of the year There are crowds of guests and travellers here ; i Pilgrims, and mendicant friars, and traders From the Levant, with figs and wine, ? And bands of wounded and sick crusaders Coming back from Palestine." Goldeji Legetid.
There was to follow later on the mighty sweep of Arabian Medicine, but its tide was not yet due. For 200 years the primitive school of Salerno remained the one centre of pure Greek inspiration in Europe. It was not a University and had no organised Medical Faculty. It was an isolated factor in the educational polity of the early Middle Ages, with 110 direct influence upon the form or nature of academic institutions.* Nevertheless in the thirteenth century Frederick II. of Sicily ordered by royal decree the exclusion of unlicensed practitioners, and laid down by ordinance the period and character of medical education. "The Salernitan masters," says Neuberger, "were the first in the Christian West to establish an independent nursery of medicine, serving the interests of science only, where all branches alike found recognition; they strove by practical instruction and didactic literature to make their knowledge and capacity common property; they ennobled the healer's art and established precedents which bound to unalterable standards all who wished honourably to bear the title of physician." -f-They studied anatomy on the bodies of swine, their physiology was dominated by Galenical doctrine, their pathology was founded on the cardinal " humours," and they first taught the art of surgery in the West. But both in principle and practice they were Greeks, and pursued the Hippocratic tradition.^ | The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh What exactly was that tradition ? Its principle of diagnosis was founded upon pure inductive reasoning, and upon observation and experience of nature. Its purpose was to observe, minutely and patiently, and to record accurately and shortly, the essential features which nature manifested in the patient; to be sceptical of the unverifiable; to generalise only from actual facts and proved experience. That is the Greek foundation of clinical medicine. Therapeusis was to be based upon personal hygiene, dietary and mode of life. Nature was held to be the source of healing as well as the accepted origin of disease. Its powers were to be aided, directed and supplemented, but not thwarted or displaced by artificial and empirical intervention. That is the foundation of Hippocratic treatment. The Salernitans established independence in their medical practice, free from civic or ecclesiastical control, and they continued to express themselves in the ideas and language of Greece. " Deservedly then," says Sir Clifford Allbutt, " the school received the name of the Civitas Hippocratica* It was the first great forerunner of Edinburgh.
II. The Greek Spirit Carried to Padua.
Greek Medicine, having come to its zenith in Hippocrates of Cos, flowed through the world in four main channels. It flourished at Alexandria under the Ptolemies (who collected together the Corpus Hippocraticum) and thence passed to Rome with Asclepiades and Galen of Pergamum; it spread east from Byzantium; it established itself in Salerno and Magna Graecia; and finally, in oriental guise and in the teaching of Rhazes, Ali Abbas, and Avicenna, it covered the whole Moslem Empire. Its purest stream was no doubt at Salerno, but its strongest current was Arabic. In the ninth century the Arabs were the masters of half the world, and though not originators, shrewd transmitters of learning. Of all the invaders who competed for the vestigial remains of the Roman Empire they alone pursued science, becoming the legatees of Greek Medicine. They added to this medical legacy their own lore of botany and chemistry, they enlarged its Primitive pharmacopoeia, and they mixed with it the doctrines * Greek Medicine in Rome, by Sir Clifford Allbutt, 1921, pp. 424-441. 4?3 The Discipl es of Boerhaave in Edinburgh and prejudices of their astrologers, alchemists, and Aristotelian philosophers.
Unquestionably by such additions, and by innumerable translations?from Greek to Syriac, from Syriac to Arabic, from Arabic to Latin?they transmuted much of the genius of the Greeks, but unquestionably also they covered the world with their thought. Graeco-Arabic learning came to Italy, and absorbing Salernitan Medicine, entered the rising Universities; it found its way through North Africa to ? ">ain, and so to Montpellier; like others before and since it ssed into Mesopotamia.
Although the Medical School at Salerno could not and did not exercise a direct formative influence on the foundation of the Italian Universities, it gave them their medical spirit, and it contributed to their scientific character. But its elements were absorbed in the Graeco-Arabic amalgam. By the thirteenth century, Bologna and Padua, though established as "student universities" for the study of law, possessed medical faculties.
These two medical schools became the famous forerunners of Leyden and of Edinburgh. They sprang out of the intellectual reforms which were part of the political and municipal renaissance of Italy. This origin not only kept alive Roman law and jurist practice, formative elements in the structure of the Italian universities, but gave the municipality a predominant place in the governance of the university. The medical tradition was Graeco-Arabic, though its deficiencies were manifested and its advantages obscured. Then, as now, teaching was directed by the standard of examinations, and we know that the principal books prescribed at Bologna were the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, the Ars Parva of Galen, the Canon of Avicenna, parts of the Almansor of Rhazes, and the works of Averroes. The last-named author exerted a materialistic effect wholesomely antidotal to the speculative tendency of the time.
Lastly, the fundamental subject cultivated at both these schools was human anatomy and physiology, a subject neglected by the In the year of its publication Jan Heurnius was born at Utrecht.
He was educated at
Louvain and Paris, and in 1567 he went for four years to study medicine at Padua under Fabricius, the third successor 1 ?f Vesalius, and one of the greatest of all teachers of anatomy. After his return from Italy, Heurnius settled in practice at Utrecht, but in 1581 he was called to the Chair of Medicine and Anatomy at the University of Leyden, which had recently been founded (1575). There he taught for many years, Modelling his work on Padua and his ideals on Hippocrates.
He was the first to make anatomical demonstrations of the human body at Leyden. As teacher of Anatomy he was followed by other pupils of Fabricius who likewise carried the torch from Padua to Leyden. Jan Heurnius, however, did ^-uch more than bring Vesalian anatomy to the new medical school at Leyden. For The revival of the Hippocratic tradition came to the Anglo-Saxon race in the seventeenth century, in the life and labour of three men, Harvey, Sydenham, and Boerhaave. The first was an investigator, the second a practitioner, and the third a teacher.
Hermann Boerhaave was a Dutchman, born in 1668 in the little village of Voorhout, two miles from the Harlem gate of Leyden. His father was minister of the village church and a good linguist. The lad went to school in Leyden, and at the age of sixteen entered the University. Being precocious he took a degree in philosophy in three years, and was particularly adept in the Greek, Hebrew, and Chaldee languages. Though intended for Divinity, he was turned by a domestic incident to Medicine, and qualified in 1693. He settled in general practice at Leyden, but whilst waiting for patients he continued to study with diligence, having as his ambition the pursuit and mastery of Greek Medicine. After nine years thus spent, he was appointed (1701) to lecture on the Institutes of Medicine in the University, and in a few years had proved himself so accomplished a teacher that at the age of 41 he was appointed (1709) Professor of Medicine, and so gifted an author that his Institutiones Medicce was published at Constantinople, and his Aphorisms and Elementa Chemice at Leyden. In 1714 he was elected Rector of the University, and also Professor of Clinical Medicine and Chemistry in place of Bidloo, and this post he held until his death in 1738.
In a single generation the reputation of Leyden as a School of Medicine spread through Europe, and wholly supplanted that of Padua. Boerhaave's classroom was crowded with men of many nations, 20 he was a large-hearted sympathetic man, and an untiring worker. Then he had also a genius for teaching and exposition, simple, practical, graphic, dynamic, and devoted to the ideals of Hippocrates and Sydenham. Thirdly, he was a prolific author, and though his learned books are long since dead, they "had a greater influence than those of any other writer of the eighteenth century." Lastly, though Boerhaave left little original work behind, he possessed the instinct of research.
In the autumn of 1718 there sat in Boerhaave's classroom eight or ten young men from Edinburgh.j-They came there partly because Leyden was a protestant medical school of easy access and favourable terms, but mainly to sit at the feet of Boerhaave, whose fame had already reached Edinburgh, and who was now at the zenith of his power. Among them there Was Alexander Monro, a medical student aged 21, designated by his father to be an anatomist, and destined to carry the traditions of Leyden to Edinburgh and to be the founder of the Medical Faculty In the same classroom that winter there was a Leyden boy of 18 of the name of Van Swieten, who was in after years to carry the same traditions to Vienna and initiate the vast movement which was ultimately to mark the advance of scientific and clinical medicine in the Austrian and German Empires. Not long was to pass before another boy, aged 17, named Haller, was to sit beside Van Swieten and receive the same generative and enlightening inspiration which he was to hand on to the world in an immortal book. This classroom in Leyden was pregnant with new birth.
V. What the Edinburgh Men brought back from Leyden.
We must now ask ourselves: What did these young men bring back from Leyden to Edinburgh in 1719? Their home was in a more beautiful and romantic city than Leyden, their own University was of about the same age as that of Leyden, and like it, was closely associated with the life and governance of their city. In both places there were University professors of botany, chemistry and medicine, an anatomical theatre, . public dissections in anatomy, a chemical laboratory and a physic garden. But there was one overwhelming difference.
In 1718 Leyden was a place of splendid vision, a hive of industry, a centre of life and growth; and the University of Edinburgh was not. The whole atmosphere at Leyden was vital, the spirit adventurous.
(a) T]ie Impress of a Personality. For first there was at Leyden in that day a living prophet, and it is men, and not methods, that make a great University. Boerhaave was 50, a big, simple, dignified man, at the summit of | determined that his only son Alexander should be the instrument for accomplishing it. He gave him therefore every educational advantage to this end and while the boy was growing up, he himself was busy arousing enthusiasm for the scheme among his professional brethren and municipal colleagues, especially with Lord Provost George Drummond. (The Motvos of A uchinbowie, by J. A. Inglis, 1911, pp. 54-56.) * " In April 1758 my father married Anne Rutherford, eldest daughter , of Dr John Rutherford, professor of medicine in the University of Edinburgh. He was one of those pupils of Boerhaave, to whom the school of medicine in our northern metropolis owes its rise, and a man distinguished for professional talent, for lively wit and for literary acquirements." (From Sir Walter Scott's Autobiography : Lockhart's Life of Scott.) 408 his strength, the dominating and dynamic figure in a studiiim ge7ierale.
He possessed a versatile personality, a keen intellect, a large heart and true piety. Though not pre-eminently an originator he was supreme as teacher, a man of wide learning, clear, cogent and eloquent in exposition, a master of his job, the preceptor of Europe. Almost an evangelist in purpose, his enthusiasm was balanced by his knowledge, and having stated his case day by day, analytically, he presented it finally to his disciples as a grand synthetic conception of truth. Sir Michael Foster said of him that " he was a learned scholar and a sound scientific thinker, too all round a man to be led away by any one idea, however tempting; essentially eclectic in nature, he gathered truth from every source." * No student, with this wonderful man in front of him, could long remain unmoved. For here, at last, was nothing partial or partisan, nothing listless or unpurposive; here at last was a vision of truth, co-ordinated mto a unity; here were progressive and expansive seminal !deas; here was a cause worthy of a crusade. We must not forget that the seventeenth century was a time of plague and pestilence, of typhus and epidemic ague, in Europe, and men Were faced with impending disasters against which they felt helpless. Here was a man who stood in the breach, and seemed to stem the tide and remove the chaos.f Harvey was dead and John Hunter not yet born; nowhere else in all the World at that time was there any such commanding and inspiring figure in medicine as Boerhaave at Leyden, and it is not remarkable that he won the devotion of men and became an immeasurable power in their lives. Then and there he Marked them as his own ; and ever afterward, scattered over the earth, they were " Boerhaave's men."
(b) An appreciation of the Science of Medicine.
The second thing which Leyden bestowed upon the young nien from Edinburgh was the gift of an idea, and the idea was no less than an apprehension of the science of Medicine. Sixty years afterwards in their own University, William A true physician is one who is acquainted with the principles and fundaments of the Art; who understands the animal economy, and not only knows what health is, but can trace out the causes of disease, and the rise of the symptoms.
He understands when and where Nature makes an effort, supports her when weak, and works with her as far as he can in all her operations. He may be said to be her minister, and following her as his guide, varies his practice as the indications } change. In short, he acts in everything by reason. Hippocrates advises right when he bids us follow Nature as our guide, and do nothing without her . . . Boerhaave was a rational physician and followed Nature wherever she led."f (c) A Method of Clinical Education. I Lastly, there was a third precious thing which was brought here from Leyden, a method of clinical education. We have already seen in outline the rise and early history of clinical teaching. There was one institution at Leyden which was quite new to the Edinburgh men, the old convent infirmary which Burton calls "the University Hospital." There twice a week for a three months' session, the Professor of Practical Medicine held a bedside clinic "subservient to the use of the University." We have a clear account of the practice pursued at this clinic from the pen of one of its chief promoters, the great Sylvius, who was appointed Professor of Practical Medicine at Leyden in 1658. This is what he says :? " I led them by the very hand into the practice of medicine, that is, I took them daily into the public hospital for the purpose of seeing the sick to whose complaints and other notable symptoms I directed attention, asking immediately afterwards what they had observed in the disorders of the patients; their views as to the causes and proper treatment, and their reasons for the same.
Whenever differences oi opinion arose among them concerning these things, I, i11 a * It was for long the custom of " Boerhaave's men" in Edinburgh to teach from the notes they had taken at Leyden and to use and recommend Boerhaave The early days of the medical history of Edinburgh have been ,fully recorded*?they were presented succinctly only the other day in the public press by the distinguished President of the Royal College of Surgeons?and it will be sufficient here to recall to remembrance the outstanding facts. In 1505, the Guild of Barber-Surgeons received a Charter from the Town Council, ratified in the following year by James IV. The applicant for admission to the Incorporation was to be 1 examined in the " anotomia of manis bodie," and the surgeons were to have one corpse per annum for dissection. One hundred and seventy-six years later the physicians, after four abortive attempts, were successful, through the good offices of Robert Sibbald f Robert Sibbald, to whom Edinburgh owes so much, was born there in 1641. He was educated at Cupar in Fife and subsequently at the Roya High School. He went to Leyden in 1660 (ii years), Paris (9 months) an Angiers (M.D. 1662); began practice in Edinburgh 1663, and was concerned in the establishment of the Physic Garden (1666) Here also worked Rutherford, Cullen and Gregory, the Fathers of Edinburgh Physic.
;
Thus was fulfilled the dream of John Monro, the Edinburgh surgeon (who had himself studied at Leyden in 1692), that his only son Alexander should be the founder of a national medical j school of university standing.* Thus was brought, through Salerno, and Padua, and Leyden, the Greek inspiration of Medicine to be embodied in this ancient city in the greatest medical school of its age, at that time the. glory alike of the University and of British Medicine.-]-It is that event we celebrate here to-day.
As we look back we see the struggles and travail, the controversies and disputations, inevitable to a great constructive period of two centuries. It is in the conflict of opinion that ( truth is found. We see also conjoint action and co-operation, the track of the many into the one; a town council and a town college, both of them catholic and communal in their interest, are here combined in a vast educational effort in a University institution for the betterment of man's estate in a commonwealth, as free from political as from ecclesiastical control, and singular among the Universities of Scotland in being created by the will of the citizens rather than by the 416 The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh of a papal decree.* It was this democratic origin which gave to the Edinburgh Medical School its early method of appointment to academic Chairs on the initiative of the applicants themselves as well as by the will of the Academia, and it brought into the scheme not only the extra-mural teachers, but also the co-operation of the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. Once more, we see an oriental mosaic, a design of cut-glass or precious stones of many colours, brought to this northern home from Greece and Alexandria, from Arabia and Italy and Holland, transmuted and skilfully pieced together by master craftsmen of many races and of immortal names, and made glowing and radiant by the light of Scotland, enriched by her faith.
VII.
The Work of Two Centuries.
It is only the folk who live on the top storeys of the Old Town who obtain a bird's-eye view of Fifeshire and the Forth, ar>d it is only as we look down on the two centuries from historical heights that we shall obtain a true prospect of their ground-plan. In the first place there is this ancient royal city, the capital of Scotland. It was her condition which made the foundation of the Medical Faculty possible, and it has been her condition over ten generations which has left an indelible mark uPon its character. (Rashdall, loc. czt., ii., 295-315). Edinburgh alone was initiated by the Municipality and ministers of the city, and the Town Council acted as ,ts first Chancellor. Its declared purpose was " for sustaining the true ministers of God's word, founding and building hospitals for the poor, and colleges for learning and upbringing of youth, and other such godly Tories." it was a Lord Rector who said: "Mighty are the Universities Scotland, and they will prevail. But even in your highest exultations never forget that they are not four but five. The greatest of them is the P?or, proud homes you come out of, which said so long ago: 'There shall be education in this land. ' Before that day the Medical School was housed in the mean and crowded purlieus of the old College, just within the Flodden Wall. There it remained for seventy years. Broadly, therefore, we must think of the first century of the Faculty as belonging to the Old Edinburgh, and only the second to the New. Meanwhile, into the narrow wynds and courts of this mediaeval fortress had come a spirit of revival, both scientific and literary. It has often been asserted that the Scottish tide of scientific thought flowed in from England of the Restoration, though the literary genius was native born. We have already seen, however, that the main stream of science came through Leyden. Apart from that, Edinburgh became in the eighteenth century a centre of learning, a place of intellectual renaissance unsurpassed by any other in Europe.
This repute was of invaluable benefit to its Medical School.
From its earliest days it was never a proprietary school, never a hospital school, never only a polytechnic. It was a central School of Medicine,* self-contained and relatively complete, an organic part of a University, itself a child of the Reformation, born of the political, municipal and religious aspirations of a people convinced of the necessity of a liberal education.
It cannot be doubted that this liberalism was inspired by the great men, some of them statesmen and some of them prophets * "Amongst the reasons for the success of the Edinburgh School, was the fact that all the University teaching was grouped around one cetit>e? Successful University professors were thus inspired by having to address themselves to much larger classes of students than were then, or for the matter of that are now, ever assembled at any of the London Medics Schools. This was a great stimulus ; and there was another of perhaps equal potency. Teachers who held no official appointments were permitted to give independent courses called 'extra-mural,' attendance on which was allowed to count instead of the ordinary University lectures. This had a double advantage of keeping University professors up t0 the mark and of training the younger for teaching whenever a p10" fessorship fell vacant." (Sir Rickman It not only marked the Medical Faculty, many of the professors of which shared in and contributed to the intellectual life of the city, but it created for the students a stimulating atmosphere and gave them a mental environment in which their professional education became liberalised.-From all over Great Britain, and from remote parts of the earth, men came to be nurtured in this cosmopolitan centre, and thus attained to a sense of citizenship of the world.
In the second place, the two centuries have been characterised by a double contribution to the science and art of Medicine.
There has been established on Boerhaave's principles, but rightly enough advancing beyond them, a method of fundamental education which has commended itself to the profession of medicine in all nations. The first great exponent was Cullen, whose name and influence was dominant in the eighteenth century. He laid down in his Nosology a basis of classification of disease, which remained current for a century, and in his First Lines of the Practice of Physic, he produced an authoritative text-book of diagnosis and treatment. One other great reform he initiated. " He dethroned Disease," said Clifford Allbutt, " and set up the Patient; he distrusted systems, and saw that the only real is the individual." Both his love of order and commonsense and his instinct for teaching became a tradition in this University, and to that tradition of teaching no small share of its massive achievement must be attributed. " The glory of a professor," said Barrie, " is to give elastic minds their proper bent."*f* Never has there been a time in its long history when the Faculty did not possess competent masters in the art of exposition, and this one fact has been its continuing security. In all the chief subjects of the curriculum, both medical and surgical, through the two centuries, Edinburgh * Journal of Henry Cockburn , 1874 (2 vols.). f An Edinburgh Eleven, by J. M. Barrie, 1889, p. 17. 420 The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh has provided a school of Method. In theory and in practice the training here has been first a discipline, and secondly an imparting of knowledge. This design is now obvious, but its establishment 200 years ago was due to far-seeing sagacity.
The second part of the two-fold contribution has been the advancement of medical knowledge. Naturally enough, this began with anatomy and chemistry, the two subjects primarily Undertaken in a school instituted on the Leyden model. The first Monro was preoccupied with teaching and organisation, but his son added substantially to our knowledge of human anatomy and extended it to comparative anatomy, concurrently with a similar extension in John Hunter's school in London. The first original researches of Monro secundus were undertaken by him as an undergraduate, aged 22, and prepared as a thesis for M.D. in 1754. At the same time, Joseph Black, aged 26, furnished a thesis on his discovery of " fixed air," afterwards called "carbonic acid gas," and in 1772, Daniel Rutherford, aged 22, wrote his graduation thesis on his discovery of nitrogen. Thus did three young men open the doors of epochmaking scientific progress at Edinburgh in the eighteenth T Christison, like a number of the Edinburgh teachers in the early nineteenth century, went to France (1820) to study under those who were that time making the Paris school famous, and there he derived many ^eas for the improvement of forensic medicine and toxicology. The Paris school had lost Bichat in 1802, but it still had Broussais, St Hilaire, vOL. XXXIII. NO These discoveries, like all discoveries, were but stages in the pursuit of truth. They did not begin, nor were they completed here, but all of them were here substantially advanced, and of two of them it may be said, they entered into the history of mankind.
VIII. The Future of the Edinburgh School.
We can hardly join together to-day in commemoration of the glorious past without turning our faces for a moment to the future. Its security is ensured if we will but follow the example of our forefathers; and the genius of the past is not remote from us.
Indeed, though I have avoided mention of the living leaders of the Faculty, it is very nigh and in our midst. Other and better men have gone before us, and we enter into their labours; other and better men will follow us and enter into ours.
One thing is certain, the education and discovery which have made two centuries illustrious was born of a combination of emotion, intellect, and will-power which still lives in this University. We are not only the descendants of our forebears Dupuytren, the surgeon, and the chemist Gay-Lussac. Pinel was 65, and still supreme on insanity; Orfila was professor of medical jurisprudence ; Magendie, the successor of Charles Bell, was in his prime and represented t experimental pathology and pharmacology, and Laennec was physician at the Neckar and had invented the stethoscope (1819) . Pierre Louis was rising to fame, Cuvier, Trousseau, Dumas and Claude Bernard were yet to come.
The Paris school exerted a valuable influence on medicine at
Edinburgh in the early nineteenth century. (Commission on Universities of Scotland, 1826 ; Report, 1837, ii., 467.) * Thomas Richard Fraser followed Christison and fulfilled a long ( career of investigation into experimental pharmacology, adding to our knowledge of plague in India, of snake poison and of the therapeutic action of drugs. 422 The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh and the inheritors of the Greek legacy they bequeathed to us ;
We are also their spiritual partners and colleagues, sharing in the intellectual new birth which from time to time they experienced. Our problems are not different in principle or philosophy from theirs, they are different in degree. In the eighteenth century the mother school of Edinburgh stood alone in solitary grandeur; to-day her daughters at home and over the sea rise up and call her blessed. She rejoices that they have entered into the inheritance, an inheritance of knowledge and opportunity deeper and wider than her own.
As one turns the matter over in one's mind, it would seem that the design of our forefathers was that the future of medical education as interpreted at Edinburgh should depend first upon an effective and living integration of the ancillary sciences of Medicine, and secondly, upon sound clinical study.
Boerhaave taught chemistry, physiology, botany, and practice ?f physic; Monro secundus taught anatomy, surgery and clinical medicine; Cullen first taught chemistry, then physiology, then practice of physic, then clinical medicine. Nowadays cannot be done in that way; the burden of knowledge ls too great.
But the crowning virtue and unity of their Method must not be lost.
In a word, we must, whatever ^e the subject we teach, integrate with it, or into it, the essential sciences out of which it is constructed?the preliminary sciences into the anatomy and physiology; the anatomy and Physiology into the pathology, and all of them into the clinical subjects.* It is a principle which should pervade the whole curriculum, but if there be one subject more than another which must be integrated every day, and into every subject, is the master theme of biology. Every medical practitioner cannot be a physicist, but he must be a biologist, for that subject is the very heart and arterial system of medicine.
Again, Lister, like Harvey before him, was an observer, then a philosopher, then an experimentalist. He was a giant 111 each capacity. But now experimental medicine is the growing Point in all true medical education and research ; it is indispensahle to progress.
The Greeks and the Arabs had fitfully s?ught a posteriori verification of their a priori hypotheses; but tto one before Roger Bacon had recognised that not sporadic * This has been recognised in this University by the institution of additional Chairs in biology and chemistry in relation to medicine, in erapeutics, psychiatry, and applied bacteriology. 423 The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh experiments but the experimental method continuously applied was the only universal way of research. His principle was induction towards deduction, in order to construct.* The school which does not seek to imbue all its students with the spirit of that method is dying or dead.
Once more we must, in the new time before us, cultivate a social understanding of the art of healing. One of the most instructive chapters in the growth of the Medical Faculty is that concerned with Medical Jurisprudence and Preventive
Medicine.
No medical school in Britain has behind it such a record as Edinburgh, and it cannot be doubted that the course here taken has contributed to what may be called the civic character of the Edinburgh graduate. Many of the early leaders possessed this social instinct: Laycock introduced \ preventive medicine into his lectures on the practice of physic, Lind and Pringle became practical exponents of it in the wider world; Christison gave forensic medicine its direction, and defined the public health purpose of "medical police" ;f Traill, the friend of Lord Brougham, foresaw the need for hygiene in industry; Sir Douglas Maclagan and Sir Henry Littlejohn established within the University the growing relationship between Medicine and the State. The medical practitioner required in the present and future must be a citizen and a man of affairs as well as a doctor.
He must indeed be a bearer of the lamp of science, but he must also be an understander of men and a student of the social conditions and needs of his time. Above all, he must appreciate the fact that his purpose is the prevention of disease, and the application of medical science to the safeguarding of an ever-widening commonwealth.
Thus the history of Edinburgh shows us that there must be (a) integration of the several sciences which are structural in Medicine, (<b) the intimate application of the experimental method to all inductive study, and (c) a clear recognition of the prerogative part which Medicine may play in social evolution.
Of clinical study I have spoken elsewhere, j but in this I ( Hippocrates and Sydenham, and in an age of scientific laboratory methods and of instruments and tests of precision, such advice is even more necessary than of old. " Our art is not to be better learned," wrote Sydenham to Dr Mapletoft, " than by its exercise and use," and in that exercise personal observation and experience should walk hand in hand with the advances of science, accepting new methods as supplementary servants rather than arbitrary masters. We have been the charmed witnesses of a golden age of medical science, yet it zs the medical art which endures. The effective practice of that ai't depends, and must always depend, upon the clinical skill, wisdom and experience of the individual practitioner. It is his own eyes and hands, his own observation and knowledge, his own understanding and resource, that alone can make him faster of his art and lord of his event.
An Epilogue.
IX. The Greek Temple in Plain of Salerno.
One spring morning we came down from Salerno and stood in the windswept parthenon of the great Temple of Poseidon, the God of the Sea, at Paestum. Round about us Were those massive Doric columns in mysterious and solemn beauty; at our feet the green lizards darted across the sunlit temple floor, and all around were brambles and wild flowers, though it was yet too early for the twice-blossoming roses of Virgil (biferi rosaria Pcesti). Beyond the plain the Apennines and the dark blue mountains of Cilento looked down upon us, ?n every side was the solitary wilderness of a long-forgotten World, and behind lay the calm waters of the Gulf of Salerno. The three Temples seemed to rise as a dream of sadness and ?f splendour out of the long past. " Oh, they are Nature's own ! and, as allied To the vast mountains and the eternal sea, They want no written history ; theirs a voice For ever speaking to the heart of man."
The Disciples of Boerhaave in Edinburgh Yet 2400 years ago the happy and prosperous Greek city of Posidonia was founded here, a brilliant colony of Magna i Grsecia, and this Temple of sun and sea and wind was the shrine at its heart. Long afterwards came the invading hosts ?Lucanian, Roman, Saracen, Angevin, corsair, barbarian?and the Greeks became strangers and captives in their romantic home of exile. Once a year they held Hellenic festival, and taking their harps from the willows, young men and maidens, old men and children, passed through this glorious colonnade chanting their hymn of inheritance and memory, and laying their laurels of devotion on the altar of their god. Now every ( habitation of that city has vanished; strife and disease have wiped out its people; the untilled lands are derelict and forlorn; the shrine alone remains, among the most pathetic , and noble in all the world, in so great majesty. All things have changed through the centuries on that desolate shore, nothing endures but the ideal.
To-day we, heirs of their ideal, also celebrate our Hellenic festival; and our city, likewise, stands between the mountains and the sea. Our song also is of heritage and memory, though gladdened with fulfilled promise. For, alive together to-day, we pass through the ampler colonnades of a more glorious temple, not built with hands, this manifold, beautiful and growing world; and like the Greeks in the plains of Salerno long ago, we sing the ancient song of man's inheritance, of his healing gift and bodily endowment, of his creative and undying spirit, of his unconquerable mind.
J

